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New bill could allow University of Missouri to collect tuition
sary."
instances. For example,
filed a class-action lawAt
present,
the
four
schools
of
the
UM
schools
can
charge
suit against the UM
senior editor
UM system are not allowed to charge tuition to take classes in
Board of Curators condepart. A bill recently introduced in the students tuition. A law originally enact- professional
tending that the educational fees the system
Missouri Senate would allow the . ed in 1872; which has been reenacted ments, such as the vetUniversity of Missouri system schools several times since, says that "All erinaf)' medicine courses
charges are actually
at
UMtuition.
to collect tuition instead of educational youths, resident of the state of offered
Missouri, over the age of sixteen years Columbia.
The
fees.
In February 1998,
Herman spoke at a
State senators Sidney Johnson, D- shall be admitted to ... the University University of Missouri is
Student Government
Agency, and John T. Russell, R- of the State of Missouri without pay- also pennitted to cbarge
Herman
A,sociation meeting at
Lebanon, introduced a bill on Feb. 2 ment of tuition; provided, that each fees to maintain laborathe request of then-SGA
stating that the University of Missouri applicant possess such scholastic . tOlies, for libraries, hos"Board of Curators may charge and attainments and mental and moral pitals, incidental expenses and late reg- president Jim Avery. At the meeting,
istration.
Herman said he became aware of the
collect reasonable tuition and other qualifications [necessary] ... "
The current law does allow the
In January 1998, Robert Herman, no-tuition statute when he was
fees necessary for the maintenance and
operation of all the departments of the University of Missouri to collect "rea- an attorney with the St. Louis law firm researching another case he had filed
university, as they may deem neces- sonable tuition fees" in certain of Schwartz, Herman and Davidson, against the Board of Curators. Herman
BY MARY LINDSLEY

8usl a move: The dance
was 'just one of tbe liIighligh~ of Homecoming week
last week. (neck out a
page ot fL!tt-CO'lOF photos.
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Professor alleges
mass cheating at
Dartmouth College

BY BENJAMIN ISRAEL

...... "

MARNELL.

"

the North carolina State visiting prolessor Rex Dwyer, who teaches: the
dass, suspected that several students

cheated on the assignment after he
tJrought up the incident in class.
Dwyer also wrote that he received
an arqnymous pOcoe call, alerting him
thilt the members of a certain fraternlty do~m\lladed the solution- after he
failed to reprotect the file, though he
did not write which hou<;e it wa£.
Stut'ent Brent.Morrisoo $aid Dwyer
assi%ooo the ess;q CIt the end of a
"l10rma! class, " adding that students
were at first surprised b;# the home-

wort< assigpment but that the room

was quickly overcome by a "stUllned
sllence/'
"He said tie was shocked and disappointed," fIorrisoo said. "He alro
told us that he was gp)ng to go
through all the coOe."
ActordilT5 to studeAts in the class,
'i}wyer plan. til COi11jl<3re the individual
linE!s of CIlmputer code with those of
his solution to detenni£le WQO may
/;taI(e ropied directly frOOl the website.
A pifVblem arises, l)owel'er,
because st udents who sought help
f(tV'(1. thE- class' teaching a.<.sistallts
may a Iso have similar solut'c1l1S to
those that were on the website
beCc~ the TAs were (J!,\ng ~r's
code 1Nnen ':.tudentls GP:\\e tID tb€m for
relp.
.
Nilrri$On

saidlE!ochir~ AssiSlant

(jayid Wagner blitzl!Ci fu:> class asking

Who had received help from one of

treassistants.
"The qllestjoo Itma)l1S," me ~\u.
dent said. "How 00 yoo differentiate
the cheaters from the honest stuDents?"
Dw}1ff was- away from Hanover aDd
could f10t be reached, fo~ comrnetlt.
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(U·W1RE) HANOVER, N.H. - The
Dartmouth College Computer Science
department will begin an investigation
this ~ of allegations of widespread
cheatiog that may have ocallTed late
last week in its introdudoly CflfIlputer
Science 4 dass.
As many as 40 students al ~l)'
accessed areas of the CS4 website OIl
Feb. 2 and Feb. 3 thdt ra.-ealed solutions to a homework a£sigrunent due
the fol lowillg week.
The portion of the webslte (00.
tainirg the solutions was previMly
protected from outside users, but fot19wing a p-eseritarion af the solutions
in class, the sIte was nat reprotected.
"We are looking into it, n said Chair
of the Computer Science Department
Rithard Drysdale, "Until we know
mOTe" there's not a whole lot \ can ~;ay,
though the preliminary evidence indicates cheating took place."
Students found out last week that

see T UITION , page 8

Court ·of Appeals
upholds decision
in KWMU case

~ See page 10

BY ANDREW

is also representing the Ku Klux Klan
in their attempt to sponsor programming on canlpus radio station KWMU.
The lawsuit asks for a ruling on
three points: that the University of
Missouri is in fact charging tuition, that
the system be forbidden from doing so,
and that the system issue refunds to
students.
Senator Johnson said the legislation
he and Senator Russell introduced
would not be retroactive.
Hennan said in an interview last
week that he is still proceeding with
the lawsuit, which is currently in the

A sign along Natural Bridge Rd. notifies passers-by of the status of Nonnandy Community Hosprtal.

Hospital stilll viable, courting
prospective buyers, CEO says
BY BENJAMIN ISRAEL

staff editor
Nornlandy Community Hospital
may not De closed permanently.
The hospital that borders the
UM -St Louis campus closed on Jan.
31 after · the board of directors of
HeaJthplus+, the Houston-based forprofit corporation iliat owns majority interest in the hospital, voted to
.
shut the hospital down.
But Thomas Walther, chief executive officer of the hospital, said he
has requested that the Missouri
Department of Health suspend the
hospital's license rather than take it
away.
"That gives us 90 days to find a
buyer," Walther said. "If an interested buyer does come to the fore, it can
be activated."
Otherwise, Walther said, a buyer
would have to apply for a certificate
of need ,and go through a long
process.
WIth Normandy closed, the nearest hospitals to the UM-St. Louis
campus are Christian Hospital
Northeast and DePaul Health
Center, which are both approximate-

ly four miles from campus.
J :muary, ''That would indicate it was
Nancy Magnuson, Student vel)' busy," Spezia said.
Health Service-s administrator at
He often tried to admit patieuts
UM-St. Louis, said she regularly there when beds were empty but
sent students to the X-ray and labocouldn't because the intensiv -careratory facilities at Normandy unit beds were often full . hB _ law,
you can't accept any patients if the
Community Hospital.
,·It was very convenient," the ICUs are full" in case a patient
~{agnuson said. Now student health . would worsen, Spezia said. ''What
sends students to tbe St. Louis would ou do if you have an lCU
County Health Department clinic in that's full? You might think of
Berkeley and other free-standing expanding your lCU. That' never
happened.-·
clinics, she said.
Walther aid the eighl-bed lCU
The hospital at 784D Natural
Bridge Road opened in 1953 as averaged between five and six
Normandy Osteopathic Hospital patients, with the unit being full
with 198 beds. Deaconess Hospital about six days a month.
'The other issue W' public relabought it out and later closed it in
1993, precipitating protests from the tions," Spezia said. "You're in a
competitive market: you have to
neighborhood.
In 1995, Healthplus+ , along \vith know how to ge-.t busines :'
'The best marketing a hospital
16 physicians as limited partners,
bought the hospital, reopening it in can have is that done by the patients
it serves and the physicians who
March 1997, licensed for 80 beds.
work: at it," Walther said. The 80-bed
Michael Spezia., one of 16 physician-investors, said the hospital hospital averaged about ''27 or 28
.
would still be open if some changes patienl~ a day," he said.
had been made to the intensive--care
Walther said H ealthplus+ is
actively marketing the ho pital, and
unit.
He said 1,250 patients came four groups of pro pective buyers
through the emergency room in have al'ready toured it.

Student curator says fee increase needed to
cover lack of funds for operating experlses
BY BENJAMIN ISRAEL
. ... ...........
..
......... .............
·· ;t~jjedltor

The new student representative on
the University of Missouri Board of
Curators said he didn't disagree with
the board's Jan. 28 decision to raise
educational fees by 3.2 percent
"It was
. inflationary," said
Stephen Sugg, a senior at the
University of Missouri-Columbia who
had been confirmed by the Missouri
Senate the day before the meeting. "In
fairness, it's not the curators. The
biggest issue there is the funding
process in the legislature [and] the general appropriation process in the
Missouri legislature."

Sugg knows a bit about the legislative process having been a lobbyist for
the Associated Students of Missouri for
the last three years. He said Gov. Mel
Carnahan has asked the legislature for
a generous appropriation for capital
projects like the Performing Arts
Center on the t.1M-St. Louis campus,
but hasn't asked for nearly enough
money for operating expenses.
"The state increase in operating
funds hardly covers inflation," Sugg
said. 'There's a lot to compete withsocial services and prisons. Ten years
ago. we didn't spend nearly as much
money on prisons"
.
When Sugg was lobbying to get the
position, he said he wanted to work to

help make colle.ge "more acce. sible to
all income levels."
As an ASUM lobby ' t. he said. he
has worked with Sen. Ken Jacob to
expand the availability of college
scholarships.
He said his job as an unpaid nonvoting s!1!ldent curator is to make sure
the curators know the students ' point
of view.
The curators "are \'ery dedicated
and wonderful people," Sugg said
"But it's easy for them to target exactly bow thing;; are for students ."
Sugg is a senior, but said he intends
to serve his complete two-year term.
He said he intends to attend graduate
school at UM-Colu01bia in the fall.

As the result of an appellate court
ruling, the Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, !v1issouri Realm won't be able to
send its message over KWl\1U-FM.
A three-judge panel from the
United States Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit in St. Louis upheld a
lower court decision that gave
KWMU-FM the right to refuse to
accept underwriting contributions
hum the Klan or anyone else. If the
University-owned radio station had
accepted the money, federal law would
require KWMU to acknowledge the
contribution on the air with a message
a eptable to the Klan.
According to court records,
Michael Cuffley, state coordinator of
the Klan faction, asked the station to
thank his organization by announcing
that the news show " All Things
Considered" is funded in part by a
dona tion from 'The Knight~ of the Ku

Klux Klan, a white Christian organization, standing up for the rights and values of ChristianAmerica since 1865."
The judges aU agreed with lawyers
that although KWMU is govemmentowned, "the First Amendment does
not preclude the government from
exercising control over its own medi- .
urn of expression."
According to court records, attorney Robert Herman, who represented
the Klan, argued that underwriting a
show on public radio is a public
forum, and that, as an arm of the goverrul1ent management at KWMU
does not have the right to linn! what
others say in public forums.
Chanccllor Blan he Touhill testified in court that accepting support
from the Klan would jeopardize donations from African-American donors
and co t the station more money than
it would gain.
The court ruled that when an
see KWMU, page 8

Committee unveils
new SGA constitution
at February meeting

During a recess at last Thursday's SGA m eeting, Student Court
Chjef Justice Rich Eccher (left) and Ac ting SGA President
M ichael Rankins (right) discuss a student's call for quorum.
BY JOE HARRIS

senior ed/fur
A new constitution was introduced
to
the
Student
Government
Association assembly at Thursday's
SGA meeting .
"T he proposed constitution contains
many of the same things the current
one does but has several areas that differ. Major new features of the proposed constitution include qualifications for officers, the exclusion of the
office of SGA comptroller and the
voiding of the cun-ent SGA bylaws.
Michael Rankins, acting SGA
president, served on the committee
and said the proposed constitution is
very direct in regards to procedures.
"Its strengths are that .. it is
absolutely succinct and precise,"
Rankins said. "In no uncertain language it describes what is to be done,

and what isn't.'·
Paul DeGregorio, director of
Outreach Development, \.\Iorked with
the committee on the proposed constitution. He sai d the proposed constitution is easy to understand by design.
"There's been so much confusion
over the past couple of years over the
present constitution and its bylaws
that they sincerely wanted something
that was going to make the assembJy
and the association much better organizations, so that people can follow
something and know the rules, and
there wouldn 't be so much confusion," DeGregorio said.
The proposed constitution divides
the qualification of SGA officers,
Student Court and appointive positions into two sections. TIle firSt section includes being in good standing,
see CONSTITUTION , page 8
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Put it on the aoarct:

Wednesda~

.Noon Cultural Series presents "Aging,
Autonomy, and Choices." Joan
Hashimi, associate professor of social
work will explore how aging and the
wish to preserve autonomy and indi vidual choice are sometimes juxta·
posed with negative perceptions of
the older person's competence and
sometimes with real physical and cog·
nitive losses. Open to all those inter·
ested, the event will be in 222 J. C.
Penney and will last until 1 p.m.

.Soup and Soul Food will from 12 to
12:50 p.m. at the Normandy
United Methodist Church.

Tuesday, Feb. 22
.Prayer Group at Newman Center ·(8200
Natural Bridge Rd.) will meet at 7: 30
p.m.

charge to all student organizations and.

Clirrent Events Bulletin Board JS 5
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Monday, Feb. 21

·Resume Writing Skills Workshop,
sponsored by Career Services, will be
from 1 :30 to 2 p.m. in Room 308
Woods Hall. Create a resume that
makes a positive first impression.
Advanced registration is required. Call
5111 to register or enroll in person at
Career Services.

.

. Board is a service provided free of .

C)\:herWlse indicat

Xl""

Feb. 23

--fiYes

·Rec Sports Registration Deadline is
today for the Racquetball Tournament. This one-week single-elimination tourney will run Thurs., Feb.
28 to Mar. 3 at the Mark Twain Gym.
Men's and women's divisions are
offered and matches will be scheduled according to player's skill level
and availability. Open to students,
faculty and staff. Sign up in the Rec
Sports Office, 203 Mark Twain.

Thursday, Feb. 24
·Graduate/Professional School, sponsored by Multicultural Relations
I Academic Affairs, will provide some
information about Graduate
IProfessional school, the application
process, financing your studies and
other related topics. Located in Room
222 J. C. Penney, the session will run

All listingS use 516 ...... ~

unleSS

from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more
information call 6807.

.

Auditorium. Concert tickets cost $18.

Sunday, Feb. 27
Friday, Feb. 25
• Interviewing Techniques Workshop,
sponsored by Career Services, will be
from 1 :30 to 2 p.m. in Room 308
Woods Hall. Polish your interviewing
skills. Advanced registration is
required. Call 5111 to register or
enroll in person at Career Services.
.Singer and Riverboat Captain John
Hartford in Concert, presented as
part of the "River of the Humanities:
The Cultural Heritage of the
Mississippi River Valley" symposium at
the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
Known for their distinctive mix of
bluegrass, folk and country, John
Hartford and Friends will entertain at
7 p.m. in the J. C. Penney

.RCIA, the Rite of Christian Initiation of
Adults will begin at 4 and run until
5:30 p.m. at Newman House (8200
Natural Bridge Rd.) ..

Monday, Feb. 21
·Noon Cultural Series presents "Why
Science Exhibits Don't Always Need to
be Accurate." Jay Rounds, Des Lee
Professor of Museum Studies and
director of the graduate program in
museum studies, will explore what
science museum exhibits are really
about and asks why some are interesting and others are boring. Open to all
those interested, the event will be in
229 J. C. Penney and will last until 1
p.m.
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February 10, 2000
A student reported that on Jan. 26,
between 8 a.m. and 12 p.m., her
parking permit was stolen from a vehicle she had parked on the fourth floor
of Parking Garage "D."
A counterfeit student parking permit
was confiscated from a vehicle which
was parked at the new West Drive
Garage. The permit expiration date
had been changed. The incident will
be referred to the Student Affairs
Office.

February 12, 2000
University Police investigated a loud
party at University Meadows
Apartments at 12:04 a.m. Alcohol was
present with only one person being of
legal drinking age. The music volume
was turned down and the alcohol was
disposed of.
February 15, 2000
A student reported that on Feb. 11,
between 1 and 2:30 p.m., his Nokia
cell phone was stolen from the Mark
Twain Building weight room floor.

A student reported that on Feb. 11,
between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., her
parking permit was stolen from her
vehicle which had been parked in the
new West Drive Garage.

February 16, 2000
A student reported that sometime
between 4:30 and 9 p.m., unknown
persons tried to steal his vehicle while
it was parked on Lot "u" on the South
Campus. The steering column was
damaged and a 6" knife was stolen
from the vehicle.

February 17, 2000
A counterfeit student parking perqlit
was confiscated from a vehicle parked
on the third level ramp at the new
West Drive Garage. The incident will
be referred to the Student Affairs
Office.
A student reported that on Feb. 16,
between 1 :45 and 2:30 p.m., her gray
and silver purse was stolen from Room
218 at the Mark Twain Building. The
purse contained cash, credit cards and
identification. The purse had been forgotten.

,

An amendment to the Family Education Right to Privacy (FERPA)
Act now allows universities to report the drug and alcohol
violations of minors to parents. How does this affect you?

FIND OUT:
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Thursday, Feb. 24
from 1:30 to 3:30
in the Hawthorn Room of the University CeQter
All students welcome to attend.
For more ·info, call 516-5105.
Sponsored by the Student Government Associatio~ and the Panhellenic AssoCiation.

,

http://wwu'. wnsl.edu/
studentlifelcun-erU/
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. · l'JDion Planters' Bank
119ZO New Halls FerrY Rd. .
Florissant,MO 63033
Oak Bend Library
842 S. Holmes

St Louis, M063U2 .
To find the site nearest you, call 1800-829-1040 or log on to tbe IRS
website at http://www.irs.gov.

of

Helen Foster
Tayglow Tax Services
helps St Louis city resident Ruth Ellison .
with her taxes.

The dreaded tax day is approachingfaster than you
think but some can count on'a little help from the IRS
BY RHASHAD PITTMAN
"" ., ""
" .. -....... , . " " ... " ..

... .....

staffassistant

They've been taxing people's
money for years, taking almost onethird of all their net income. Db oh,
spring is near and they are back again,
but wait a minute, why do they have
their hands up instead of out this time?
Well, believe it or not, the Internal
Revenue Service is offering a helping
hand to those who need it the most, and
if taxpayers hadn't noticed, they've
been doing it for years.
The IRS of the Kansas-Missouri
District is welcoming the poor and
elderly to take advantage of the IRS's
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA) program.
VTD\ provides free tax assistance

for taxpayers who cannot afford professionals; the disabled; individuals
using English as a second language;
retirees; and anyone else with speciat
needs. Volunteers have been trained by
theIRS to electromcally file the participants' basic federal and state income
tax returns.
"It helps us get tax assistance to
folks in the community that need it the

most," said Senior Communications . AARP focuses their free tax assistance
Specialist Rollie Woods.
services for taxpayers 60 years old and
Woods said that the program has above.
been in affect for the past 25 years,
There are dozens of VITA sites all
although it's been only 10 years since around St Louis county and city.
Each site differs when it comes to
filing electronically has come in to
what type of taxpayer it assists. Most
play.
Ta~ Counseling for the Elderly and
sites require an interview by appointthe American Association of Retired ment to receive the service.
In addition, the taxpayers must
Persons also offer help. TCE and

TI ME

bring a valid social security cards for
themselves, and all dependents to be
entered on the tax return. A picture I.D.,
W-2 forms from all employers, 1099Misc, 1099-Div, 1099-Int forms are all
required (if applicable).
Anyone seeking he1p must bting
any other documents of income, last
years tax records (if available), statements for itemized deductions (such as
medical/dental expenses, charitable
contributions, real estate taxes), and a
voided check for direct deposit information. Even though the income tax
return deadline is two days later than
usual- since April 15 falls on
Saturday, taxes are due that following
Monday- taxpayers are encouraged
to make appointments as soon as possible.

a
ANNE P O RTER

features editor

Future uJatch

UM·St. Lows. rofessot akes
computing part of curriculum
-

~

....

.

\

BY RHASHAD PITTMA.N

staff assistant
On a massive projector screen, located a few feet above the broad wooden
lecture stage in Lucas 100, is one of
Robert Keel's most valuable teaching
tools: the Internet
Keel, a lecturer in sociology at UIv1St. Louis, uses the Internet as a method
to teach his students. Because of modem
technology, which Keel recalls not having 10 years ago, the 75 or so students
attending Alcohol, Drugs and Society
180 can not only hear what the full-ti me
sociology lecturer has to say, they can
also see it for themselves.
On a chilly mid-February afternoon,
Keel spoke a few minutes after class
about computing skills and why they are
so essential in everyday life.
'They're fundamental elements of
our educational systems today," said
Keel while sitting in a desk that, just five
minutes earlier, was occupied by one of
his students.
"Not understanding [computing
skills], at least at a basic level, makes a
person a part of an underprivileged
class," he said.
Keel uses computing skills through- .
out his courses. Not only does he provide electronic lecture notes via the
Internet during the class period, but he
also makes sure that his students utilize
their skills as well
"I have a kind of rudimentary level
of activity that will allow students to

pho n e: 516-5174
f a,x : 516-6811

Th ughts
for Today
AfI~an-American History Month was originaUy introduced in 1926 b)'
Dr. Carter O. Woodson as a week-long celebration of African-Ameli. an
adrievement. The observance was expanded to a month in 1976. UM-St.

Louis and the rest of the .;ornrnunity will observe African-American hi, tory month with a variety of events throughout February. A smnple of this
weele' s u]Xoming activities include:

Robert O. Keel

explore interactively on their own,"
Keel said.
Students must know how to access
the Intemet, log on to the World Wide
Web, run a web browser and process email. By utilizing these computer skills,
the students will become "conceptually
oriented," Keel said.
Five years ago, when Keel first made
computing activities a part of his courses, he received a few moans and groans
from students.
"I received some negative feedback
from students who didn't think. that sociology courses were computing courses,"
Keel recalled with laughter. "But over
the past five years I've seen the negative
comments steadily decline."
Keel also pointed out that last fall
was the first semester without a single
complaint.

In order to stay on top of the everchanging computer world, and to keep
that no-complaint~ streak going, Keel
continually tries to improve and adapt
his materials.
"I've been trying to change the look
of my [web] pages, just to make them a
little bit more 21st century, maybe a little better organized," Keel said.
Another change that Keel would
like, but has no control over, is the computer knowledge of his students.
"Over the past five years I've had to
spend a great deal of my instructional
time trying to bring students up to speed,
and that clearly today should be sometlling that's done outside of a sociology
class," he said. "Students should be getting that maybe before they even come
[to UM-St Louis] , but certainly once
they are here."

UM-St. Louis events:

Branch presents:

• Transitions
Time/Day: 8 p.mJThursday
Location: J.C. Penney
Auditorium
Admission: Free

• "Harambee" with guest
Kenya Ajanaku
Time/Day: 1p.m./Tuesday
Contact: Gerald Brooks 5390305

National Park
Service, the Old
Courthouse, and
Gateway A rch Visitor
Center presents:
• "The Underground
Railroad "
Time/Day: 11 a.m.lSaturday
and Sunday
• "The Dred Scott Mock
Trial"
Time/Day: 3 p,m.fSaturday
and Sunday
Contact: Anthony Gilpin (314)
655-1626

St. Louis Public
Library's Machacek

Missouri Historical
Society presents:
• "Black History Month
Special Lecture" with
Derrick Bell, legal scholar
and law professor
Admission: Free
Contact: Ken Anderson 4543106

St. Louis Pu blic
Library's Central
Branch presents;
• Tavis Smiley
Time/Day: 2 p.m./Sunday
Admission: Free

"False modesty is bet·
ter than none."
-VilhjalmurStefansson
Credit: Peter's Quotations:
Ideas f or Our Time

"He who has a why to
live can bear almost
any how.
-Friedrich Nietzsche
Credi t: Peter 's Quotations:
Ideas f or Our Time

<4It is better to be a
coward for a minute .
than dead for the rest
of your life."
-Irish prover b
Credit: 1,91 1 Best Things
Anybody Ever Said

III like a woman with a
head on her shoulders,. I hate necks,
-Steve Ma rtin
Credit: 1,911 Best Things
Anybody Ever Said

---------- - -

"Success is simply a
matter of luck. Ask
any failure."
-Ea rl Wil son
Credit: Peter 's Quo tations :
Ideas for Our Time

No one is t he w inner w hen contests, c heapen marriage

I

AND THE POINT 1s..;
ANNE PORTER

've decided that I'm going to get
married. Since I lack traditional
values, I do not believe that I have
to wait for some gentleman to get
down on one knee and propose.
I will create a new method. For the
first time in history, I am going to
advertise my millions of dollars that I
. control in my Swiss bank account and
hold a contest similar to the Ms.
America-only the male version-and
select the winner from that show,
curtsy and ask him to marry me.
To ensure that the selected husband is Mr. Right, I will have all 50
contestants don speedos so I can really make certain that they are physically appealing. In addition, to make

sure they know how to dress well, I'll
have them alJ model tu.'\.edos, and for
added confidence, a session that
includes casual and pajamas.
When I know that they are physically appetizing, I will then search
their minds by asking t\vo' questions
that will reveal every characteristic
about their personality. One question
will be, "What are two things that tllis
woman needs to know about you that
will make her life easier on a daily
basis?" The other, of course, "Do you
know how to put the toilet seat down
after using the facilities?"
Oh, what's that you are saying?
This has already been done. It happened Tuesday night, and it was

called "Who Wants to Marry a MultiMillionaire?"
Really? And I thought I was so
inventive.
What a pity. Another great idea of
mine that someone stole.
In all seriousness, what a debauchery of marriage. Not that I am trying
to imply that it would be as easy as
dunking an Oreo in milk to marry me,
but would it not be easier to cohabit
with someone if you knew them
before sharing a place together')
I, thank goodness for miracles,
happened to be working the night this
tragic affair was broadcast In
researching ' what happened in this
show, I asked a few people I know

what the show \vas like.
My friend David said, " Anne,
what do you know of me?" He was
insulted that I would even tlUnk that,
although he was home and his television was turned on, he would watch
that.
My friend Janette, who is in my
poetry class said, "I would not watch
such a debauchery."
Finally, my friend Brian saw the
end of the show. He wimessed the
question-asking and modeling of
wedding dresses. Then the millionaire revealed himself, walked through
the final contestants to the one on the
end, said something to the effect
"You're the one." He then proceeded

to drop on his knee and a k her t(
marry him. A minister magicall:
appeared and they were joined iJ
marriage right there 0" the stage.
The woman the millionaire ehosl
once lived in tl1e St Louis area an(
worked at Stages nightclUb, whicl
has smce gone out of business. Brial
told me she was not that beautiful anI
she looked older than he would pre
fer.
I would like to think that sh
learned something when she live.
here in St Louis, like the ability tl
exercise common sense arid hav,
some sense of pride in herseU
Apparently not.
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OUR OPINION

Pol it-cians are disinterested
in winning younger voters
It's 2000, the new millennium is
upon us as is another election for
this country' s president.
However, something's missing.
Is it media hype? No. Is it a scandal?
Yes, but those don't usually show up
until each party has made its [mal
cut
What is missing is the outreach
from candidates to the younger voters.
In each of the past two elections,
Bill Clinton made the youth one of
his primary targets. Clinton started
AmeriCorps, a program designed to
get more young people involved in
their communities. MTV's "Rock
the Vote," a program designed to get
younger voters to vote, is not as visible as it once was. In fact, most of
the major candidates have done little
to get their message to this generation's voters.
'vVhy') Because this gen~ration
doesn't vote.
This generation (ages 18-29) ha.~
the lowest percentage of voters of
any voting age group. According to
the National Center for Policy
Analysis website fncpa.org) seniors
are most likely to vote and those
ages 18 [(1 29 are most likely to pass
it up.
Politicians pay special attention

The 2000 Presidential
Elections are nearly upon us
and the politicians don't
seem particularly interested
in winning any votes from our
generation (18-29), or at
least they have not yet tried.
That is probably because we
are least likely to vote in an
electicin.

We suggest:
The politicians know this and
therefore they are spending
their money trying to sway
the older generations. Prove
them wrong. Find out what
you can about the candidates
and vote.

So what do you think?
Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
else on your mind.

to the voting demographic and they
know this to be' true historically.
Therefore, politicians do not have to
care about the younger voters.
As a reswt, this generation'S getting the short end of the stick from
the government. For example, the
youngest age at which a person of
this age group can collect full social
security benefits is 67. Projections
show that the youngest age to
receive full social security benefits
will be at least 70 by the time this
generation gets old enough to qualify.
Politicians know they can do this
with 110 fear of repercussion. Instead
their money is being spent to
appease the older generations, those
witb their best interests in mind, not
the interests of this generation.
And still this generation does
nothing. There's no activism, no
common bond.
Meanwhile the politicians are
focusing on the people who matter-the voters.
It is time for this generation to
take a stand. Get involved, know the
issues and know who you are voting
for.
This generation needs to make its
collective voice heard and the loudest soap box is the ballot booth.

Good things if Butler remained

Edit rial
Board
JOE HARRIS
MARY LINDSLEY
BENJAMIN ISRAEL
CHARMANE MALONE
BRIAN DOUGLAS

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

Give me Darwin Butler or give me death!
voiced their opposition to Chancellor Touhill's fiscal and
Yes , friends, I voted for Darwin Butler last spring with personnel policies.
a clem]. clc:!r conscience. I voted for him unasham.e dly,
Reme mber the Week of Dialogue that the SGA was
\vith my heau held high and my chest puffed proudly.
planning to participate in? It was intended to be a chance
I mis' the man. SL'metimes. when a professor is getting for students to address racial conf1icts and misunderstandparticularly monotonom; and my mind wanders, I wonder ings, face to face. And then it was cancelled. Do you think
what this year might ha\'c been like had
that would have happened if Darwin had
Darwin been able 10 ,erve his term.
remained firml y in control of the SGA?
Now, I admit that the following hypoLove him or hate him, you have to conthetical situation is Ler-fetched and percede that Darwin wa.~ a man who made
hap~ impossible for some to imagine. All I
things happen. He was a mover and a shakask is that YOll sit back. clear YDur mind of
er and on a campus with a stagnant, Ullinanything impOltant, and try.
volved -tudent body, those are valuable
TIUnk back to the beginlling of the
qualities to have in student leadership.
yeJr. ll1Stead nf ,pending the month of
I have no doubt that if Dm'Win had comOctober fiEhting to stay in his office and
pleted his tern1 as president it would have
out of jail, Darwin would have spent it
been a very controversial year, but he would
fighting the powers that be over his pet
have accomplished things. That's someissue - edul'ational fees.
JOSH RENAUD
thing the current officers of the SGA can ' t
A lot has happened outside the small
claim.
guest commentator
circle of the SGA that has or will affect
So, after a little Darwin daydreaming,
students, whether they realize it or not. Darwin had very I'm eagerly awaiting the April elections, though not so
bold stances on all of these issues. The faculty may have much for the chance to choose between candidates. I'm
found it more difficult to seize control of the campus gov- plmming to walk right up to the polling place, find the
ernment with Darwin raising hell about it. Then again, the blank line for write-in candidates, and pencil in the name
faculty may have found a welcome ally in Darwin as they of the man himself. Go, Darwin, go !

Pledge represents national unity
Mail

Letters to the Editor
7940 Natural Bridge
St. Louis, MO 63121
Phone

(314) 516-5174

Fax
(314) 516-6811
Email

current@jirn;.umsl.edu
Letters to the editor
should be brief and those
not exceeding 200 words
will be given preference.
We edit letters for clarity,
length and grammar. All
letters must be signed
and include a daytime
phone number.

Please remember that every time
you sit through the Pledge of
Allegiance, you dishonor the memory
of the thousands of AfricanAmericans who died on the battlefields of Gettysburg, Europe, and the
South Pacific. Those men proudly
pledged their allegiance to a country,
although imperfect, they knew to be
the best in the world. America's greatness stems not from the wars that we
have won nor our econimic prosperity, but from the ideals that are
expressed in the Declaration of
Independence and in our Constitution.

"We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created
equaL" I believe that and those
African-American men who shed
blood and died for this country
believed that.
Ms. Malone, I know that race relations are not perfect in this country.
However, I do not see how sitting
through the "Pledge" will further your
cause to be treated as a first-class citizen. If anything, that kind of behavior
only serves to further divide us. I
implore you to fInd a more productive
way of furthering your cause. Write

1.

the Opinions section this ",reek?

. • Political campaigns ignore people

18~29

. ·: bill'wjiJ. lium.fs fe!l'l9Y '. . _ ' "

.

*'

.. What the Pledge of Allegiance means to you

't ~. -W~ '. ~~. ~ ~
~, '.w~ . ~ (1)-w~
. ~. -w~tc ~t? .

-Nathan Forck

You can make J'otlr l'oi(e he-ard in a
valief)' of W'JVS!

How do you feel about the topics we've IVfitten
ubOU l III

your Congressperson or assemble
peacefully. Organize a march through
downtown St. Louis or boycott something. But please stand for the
"Pledge."
Sitting through the
"Pledge" is tantamount to spitting on
the grave of all those men, black and
white, who died believing in the
ideals of this country.
You are a part of this country, like
it or not. Do what you can to make it
better. Don't sit in your comer and
pout.

2.

• Submit a letter to the Editor

··~W!.¥:a:~9i!~ .ppmin.!ID.~9t
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• Participate in the student Forum on The Current Online

Yi·Shi Hsiao
Graduate/ Education

Jessica Hylan
Sophomore / English

"

"

Kind of ReligiOUS music.

"

Carmen Opera

"

changes with time
T

ime and distance can really During the parry, they patched things
change a person. This certainly up and FeSumed their friendship.
Then Ken left for the Czech
seems to be the case with my
Republic. He met a girl over there, and
friend Ken.
Ken moved to the Czech Republic he's so bappy with his position with
about two years ago when he accepted the university that he has extended his '
a teaching assignment at a university contract to stay longer.
Over Christmas break, Ken came
there . In that time be bas grown up
home to visit, and Lorrie and I preimmensely into a mature adult.
I met Ken here at UM-St. Louis pared ourselves with the expected antiwhen we bad a class together. At the American onslaught.
However, it was different There
time, I guess we were both a little
antiimmature (a little being
were
no
American remarks
an overstatement).
and his fondness ' for
We became friends
American women had
because we both liked
returned (although he
sports and the same
never cheated on his
type of bands.
girlfriend in the Czech
After Ken graduatrepublic).
ed,
he
went to
I even went as far
Malaysia for the sumas trying to trick him
mer. He carne back a
totally different person.
into saying something
negative about this
He was no longer
country,
but
he
the sby, sheltered guy I
..JOE HARRIS
wouldn't. Ken had
knew before. Instead,
editor-in-cbieI
grown to appreciate
he was more confident
and more in tune with .
the
differences
himself. For the first time in his life, he betweenAmelican culture and those of
actually lived instead of going through the rest of the world. Finally, he had
the motions.
more confidence and a stronger sense
All of these were fine attributes and of self without the negative sideI was happy for him, except he brought effects.
Lorrie noticed the changes too and
back something else--a disdain for
we were both happy for him
American culture and society.
He didn't like the food, had nothing
And both Lorrie and I have
nice to say about American women or changerl too. Kenny told me as much
any of this country's practices in gen- during a conversation we had right
eral. Everything was better in before he left to go back.
Malaysia according to him.
He said that I am more of a comAi>, a result he drove away a very
plete person now, and that finally I had
close mutual friend of ours named gotten my life back on track. He told
Lorrie, I was still friends with both of me he was happy for me and that he
them, and it was very difficult for me.
wanted me to visit him in the Czech
She couldn't understand why he bad Republjc.
cbanged so much, and he couldn't
Thinking about that conversation, I
understand why she stopped talking to guess I've changed just as much as he
him.
did in our time apart. It's now funny to
FInally, by coincidence, my 21 " think back about the trials and tribulabirthday brought them back together.
tions we both went through way back
It was a smprise party, and my then and how we've both grown since.
mom had made all of the arrangeThe farthest from St Louis I've
ments. However, she didn ' t know ever been was Rorida' I think after I
about the problems between Ken and graduate, I might visit someplace a litLorrie, and she invited them both. . tie farther away.

No substitute for
doing what you like
"C/wose life. Choose a job.
Choose a stw1er home. Clwose dental
insurance, leisure wear and matching
luggage. Choose your future. "

v,ith the standard company/standard
job, but I naively believed that having
a college degree would somehow
make a difference. Sure, I might still
work for the same type of firm, I
- "Trainspotting"
thought, but now I'll have more
responsibilities, more important things
s an undergraduate, I groomed to do.
myself for a pretty typical
Most of the jobs I looked at initialafter-college existence: a nice ly didn't prove my theory right. Many
job with a nice company offering a of them involved long commutes,
nice health plan and a
wearing a suit, shufnice salary that would
fling papers, etc. I
allow me to have a
feared that if I continnice house, a nice car
ued to pursue this parand send my future
ticular career path, I
children to a nice colwould eventually wind
lege. Approximately
up like Dilbert.
five minutes after I
I began to look back
graduated, I realized .
with a new appreciathis wasn't the kind of
tion at the two years I
life I wanted.
had spent working for
For a long time, I
The CUlTent. I could
thought the object of
pretty much do whatMARY LINDSLEY
the game was to
ever I wanted as long as
move from minimum
I turned in quality work
managing editor
wage
to
stock
at the end of the week. I
options. As I started scanning the clas- . always felt challenged, and I always
sified ads for a job, the prospect of enjoyed my work.
having a "typical" life became more
It was around tbis time that I decidand more troublesome to me.
ed to re-direct my career toward
A few years ago, I dropped out of becoming a writer. I realize that by
college to work full time. I spent a fair pursuing this line of work I may be
amount of that time working a stan- sentencing myself to lifetime of interdard job for a standard company. I mittent freelance work and sub-par
showed up every morning at 9 a.m. salaries, and that I may have to forsake
after fighting traffic on Highway 40 ever having the nice house and the
for 45 minutes. I wore a dress shirt, pension plan, but that's fine, as long as
skirt and high heels. I spent the day I can do what I enjoy.
shuflling papers, dealing with cusIrresponsible? Immature? Perhaps,
tomers and battling all ornery comput- but it's my choice.
er system. I wrote memos and attended business meetings. I left work pre"Choose life. Choose a job.
cisely at five, and spent another 45
Choose a staner home. Choose dental
minutes getting home.
insurance, leisure wear and matching
I was bored senseless.
luggage. Choose your future. But why
When I went back to school, I still would anyone want to do a thing like
thought I would eventually wind up that?"

A

James Jenkins
Senior/Finance and Spanish

"

Amber Lanane
Freshman/ELementary Ed.

"

Motley Crue
"Dr. Feelgood"

A Steve Miller Band CD

"

"
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RivenNol11en take 3, lose 1
Victories include 74-51 win vs.
Wisc.-Parkside
on Senior Night
.
.

BY DAVE KINWORTHY

staffeditor
UM-St. Louis jumped out to a 23point halftime lead and coasted to a
74-51 win over Wisconsin Parkside.
"Our goal was to play a total 40
minutes hard with effort the ... entire
game," point guard Sara Mauck said.
"We have yet to prove to the home
crowd that we can play for 40 minutes. We came out fast enough and
that worked well at Wisconsin. We all
worked hard today and I am glad that
we did on senior night."
Head Coach Shelly Ethridge was
pleased with the way the team pressed
in the first half and with the focal point
of running the basketball.
"After we ' played them the first
time, I didn 't feel that they could handle our press really well," Ethridge
said. "As long as we put the pressure
on them, I felt that we could get the
turnovers and be able to fast break."
UM-St. Louis forced 23 turnovers
in the game and held the Rangers to 29
percent shooting from the field.
The first half was led by Trish
Ackerman who was three for four
trom 3-point range and Mauck who
added nine points. Four Riverwomen
scored in double digits.
''It is fun to watch and I am lrnown
as a coach whose team gels and peaks
at the right time," Etluidge said .. .
As it was senior night, tbe
Riverwomen's seniors played their
last home game at UM-St. Louis.
Ethridge praised ber group.
"I don't lrnow in my eight years of
coacbing if I have had a group like this
year," Ethridge said. 'They will be
greatly' missed by the whole

University as well as myself. They
were great role models, great leaders
in the classrooms and on the court.
The eIfort that they put in day in and
day out was just fantastic."
Previously, the team hosted
h).dianapolis on Feb. 12 and won 7772. UM-St. Louis flourished in the
second half and broke out of a shooting slump in which the Riverwomen
shot 6 for 27 from the field and overcame a six-point deficit at halftime.
Tawanda Daniel led UM-St. Louis
with 18 points. Tanisha Albert and
Ackerman added 16 and 15 respectively.
UM-St. Louis then traveled to
Quincy University on Feb. 15 and
received another conference victory as
the women defeated the Hawks 72-67.
Albert led the team with 19 points
while Jennifer Littleton had 11 points
and a team-high eight rebounds.
Tbe Riverwomen . were outrebounded in this contest 40-32, but
solid first-and second-half efforts
gave the Riverwomen the victory.
UM-St. Louis then returned home
to host Lewis University in another
Great Lakes Valley Conference
matchup. With over 500 people in
attendance the game was a thriller, but
Lewis University won 80-74.
UM-St Louis was led by Mauck
who finished with 17 points, while
Ackerman and Daniel finished with
12 and 10 respectively.
The Riverwomen defense allowed
five Lewis players to score doubledigits but forced 20 Lewis turnovers.
UM-St. Louis now moves on to its
final two regular season games on the
road with IUPU-Ft Wayne on Feb. 24
and St. Joseph's Feb. 26.

D AV E
Rafael Maciasl TIle CUI1"f:nl

Riverwoman Katy Gwaltney (41) takes an open shot in a game against Northern Kentucky last week.

•

Men's B-ball 10 e s aga n
Homecoming crolcd witnesses Rivennen's losing effort against V(/isc. -Parkisde
BY RACHAEL QUIGLEY

staff associate
The Rivermen 's basketball team
ost its fourth straight in a defeat at
home against Wisconsin Parkside 7556.
UM-St. Louis carne out strong in
the first half and led going into halftime 30-26. But tumovers and a shooting percentage of 33.3 percent in the
second half against a hot-shooting
Wisconsin Parkside, who shot 60 percent from the floor, led to the demise.
Senior guard Greg Ross led the
Rivermen with 14 points while Luke
Harms added 11.
The loss drops UM-St. Louis'
record to 12-12 overall and 7-11 in the
Great Lakes Valley Conference.
Previously, the Rivermen were at
home Feb. 12 to face' the GLVC's
fifth-place team, Indianapolis, with
UM-St. Louis losing, 65-70.
UM-St. Louis managed to keep it
close in the first half, shooting 33 percent from the floor to Indianapolis' 60
percent and headed into the locker
room with a score of 27-28 .
UM-St. Louis had a better shooting half in the second, '.vith 44 percent
from the floor, but it also sent
Indianapolis to the. free throw line 22
times.
Jim Schelich led the team with 16
points in the losing effort.
UM-St. Louis then traveled to
Illinois to face Quincy Feb. 15 and
. lost 49-58.
Jim Schehch led both tearns with
20 points, while rebounding machine
Terence Herbe.rt: went down with an
injury and only played 9 minutes.
The Rivennen shot 45 percent in
the first half and canle out with the
lead, 27-26.
Quincy took control in the last few
minutes of the game, shooting 38 percent from the floor, and out rebounded U1\.1-St. Louis, 31-38.
UM-St. Louis returned to Mark

Twain for Homecoming to play the
fourth-place teru;n in the conference,
Lev,1s, with the Rivermen giving up a
lead in the second half to 10 72·78.
-It was a back and forth garrre from
the beginning with UM-St.Louis ending the first half with a field goal from
Kechan Johnson to take the lead., 3029
The second half was again a seesaw battle with UM-St. Louis taking
the lead., 51-50 with 8:00 left when
Brian Mar1.'US drove to the basket. was
fouled and sank a free tlu'OW.
UM -St. Louis was in the lead with
7:00 left when play was marred by a

serious injmy to center Terence
Herbert., who suffere.d tissue damage
to the left ide of his face. At press
time, Riverrnen Head Coach Mark
Bernsen was unsure as to whether
Herbert would be able to play
Saturday' ganle against Wisconsin
Parkside.
After play resumed, UM-St. Louis
expanded its lead, at one point leading
60-54. Lewis fought back and tied the
score with 1:30 left.
Lewis complered its comeback
with 0:30 left when Jeremy Wilson hit
a three-pointer to give the Flyers a 6871 lead and the eventual victory.

Icemen tie; playoffs
remain uncertain
BY NICK BOWMAN

-staff associate

--.--~~-

.

Amid injruies, a scuffle and a
controversial overtime decision, the
Rivermen hockey team tied the
Bradley University Braves 2-2.
" I fully expect this one to be a
grinder .. . 'It will be true hockey,"
Head Coach Derek Schaub said.
The Rivermen were outshot 9-3
in the first 10 minutes, but solid
goal tending by Dan Schuerman,
who stopped 35 of 37 shots, kept the
team in the ganle.
In the second period the Braves
chalked up the first goal at the 15:53
mark.
At the 8:43 mark Ben Gilbertson
made a pass to teanunate Lynn
Oemmons, who made a slapshot to
even the scales at 1-1. Craig Duffy
was credited 'With an assist.
The period went smoothly until
Josh Ulrich took a hard crash against

the boards and left the ganle with a
shoulder injury.
The Rivermell were confident in
the third period with Ryan Craig
feeding Gilbe1tson his 35th goal of
the ~easDn at the 18: 18 mark.
Later, center Matt Brinker collided with a Bradley player, re-aggravating an ankle injury. Brinker was
carried off the ice.
At the 19: 37 mark, Bradley tied
the ganle at 2-2. Following this goal,
tempers flared and a scuffle broke
out, resulting in a ganle misconduct
and a 5:00 power play being rewarded to UM-St. Louis.
However, amid much confusion.
the team never got the power play in
overtime, and the game sto..xl at 2-2.
Bradley Head Coach Jeffery
Schaffer said that overtime was illegal and discontinued play, lea\1ng
the ganle tied. TIle playoff fate of the
Rivennen now rests solely on
Bradley's contest against Illinois.

GLVC B-BALL. STANDINGS

KINWO RTHY

sports editor
p h one: 516-51 74
fax: 516-6811

Men's
Basketball
at IUPU-Ft. Wayne

7:30 p. m., Thur. Feb. 24

at St. Joseph's

3 p.ln., Sat. Feb. 26

at GLVC Tournament

tba, March 14

Women's
B ask e tball
at IUPU-Ft. Wayne

5:30 p.m., Thur. Feb. 24

at st. Joseph's
1 p. m., Sat. Feb. 26
at GLVC Tournament

Men
Team

GLVC Record

Team

GLVC Record

1) Kentucky Wesleyan

16-2
15-3

1) Northern Kentucky
2) UM~St. Louis

17-1

2} Northern Kentucky

15-3
12-6
12-6

2) StU -Edwardsville
1) Beltarmine
2) Lewis

12-6
12-6
10·8
8-10
.8-10

2) Southern Indiana
4) Lewis
4) Indianapolis

Rafael Mac ias/ 1bt Cum",t

tba, March 14

Women

6) UM-St. Louis

7-11

6) SOLlthern Indiana

6) Bellarmme
6} IUPU-Ft. Wayne

7-11
7-11
6-12

8) Indianapolis
8) IUPU-Ft. Wayne

9) Quincy
5-13
8) SIU-Edwardsville
11) Wisconsl.n-Parkside 4-14
2- 16
12) St. Joseph's

12-6 .

12-6

8} Kentucky Wesleyan 8-10
10) Wisconsin-Parkside 4-14
4-14
10) St. Joseph's
12) Quincy

Sports Extra:
• regular season basket
ball wrap -ups
espring sports previews
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Riverman Greg Ross (14) goes in for an easy lay-up against Lewis.

Basketball teams' winning efforts deserve our respec

LATEST Scoop
DAVE K INWORTHY

As the Homecoming Court was
announced at the men's basketball
game last Thursday, the reality of what
has bappened this season in basketball
was made clear.
The season has been a huge success
for the Rivermen and Rivef\vomen.
The men, who previously were a subpar team (to put it nicely), have turned
things around and are now in contention for one of the last three seeds in
the Great Lakes Valley Conference.
This may not seem as great and
honorific a~ it sounds, but the winning
and the atmosphere, especially at the
Lev,'is University game last week, has

proven to me beyond a shadow of a
doubt that lTM-St. Louis basketball is
in good hands for the future.
Although the top five seeds are
already set in the GLVC tournament
for . the men, the last three seeds is
where the teanl plays a key role.
Going into the Rivemlen's last
home game this past weekend., the
team stood at 7-10 overall and were
tied for the last three spots in the tournanlent with Bellannine and IUPU-Ft.
Wayne.
The men play IUPU-Ft. Wayne
next Thursday and have one other conference matchup with St. Joseph's

before the tournament begins.
The women, on the other hand., are
not in the same position as the me.n.
The.y are tied for the second seed going
into 'Saturday 's game against
Wisconsin-Parkside.
The other two teams that UM-St.
Louis are now tied with are SIUEdwardsville and Bellarmine.
The Riverwomen previously beat
Bellarmine at home 66-57, but lost on
the road in a heated feud 80-95. The
Riverwomen also defeated SIUEdwardsville on the road 88-76.
The great expectations of the UMSt. Louis fans are growing and the

Rivermen and Riverwomen have
stepped their programs up a notch.
Is this enough to get both teams to
the GLVC tournament?
Apparently it is, going into the last
week of coni'erence play. Head
Coaches Mark Bernsen and Shelly
Ethridge should be commended on the
level of play they have brought to
these Division IT teams.
The previous years have been dismal for the Riverrnen as they watched
the Riverwomen grow each year under
the guidance of Ethridge. The iosing
got to them, or at least it got to the fans ,
as it showed in the attendance.

What this season has done for Ul\1St. Louis basketball is given hope to
the people who came to the games
before. The public does not \vant to see
a loser, but when a team blossoms into
quality, the public hops on the bandwagon . They will SUPPOlt winning. but
losing gets old after a willie.
The Rivermen and Rivenvomen
have put on a spectacle for U"JVi-St.
Louis this season and the hope for the
future of both programs will increase.
Thanks for the things that you' ve done
to bring the UM-St Loois conununity
together. Your teams deserve nothing
but respect from us.
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are fun to watch

These

BY CATHERINE MARQUISHOMEYER

staff editor
This Rudolph doesn't want to play
these reindeer games.
"Reindeer Games" is the new
action/thriller film by di=tor John
Frankenheimer. Frankenheimer's previous work includes 'The Manchurian
Candidate," a classic film listed in the
Library of Congress Film Registry, the
definitive list of great American films .
He also directed last year's successful
film, "Ronin." In recent years, he has
specialized in character-dri ven thrillers
and "Reindeer Games" fits this mold,
but with a little humor, too.
In this film, Rudy (Ben Affleck) is a
recently released convict whose only
thought is to go home to spend an
uneventful Christmas with his family
and then just have some peace and
quiet But outside the prison gate
when he's released waits. Ashley
(Charlize Theron), a woman he got to
know through letters in prison, and
Rudy decides impulsively to delay his
homecoming to spend some time with
the beautiful Ashley. This turns out to
be a bad decision. He soon finds out
that her brother, Gabriel (Gary Sinise),
has his own holiday plans for Rudy.
Gabriel, (whose nickname "Monster"
says it all), and hi~ gang have a plan to
rob a casino on a Native American
reservation, and they want Rudy to
help. Theymake it clear that "no" isn't
an option.
The film combines elements of an
old-fashioned caper film, a Hitchcock
thriller and some touches of dark
humor. Rudy is like the classic
Hitchcock hero , an ordinary man
unwillingly and unwittingly caugllt up
in a crime and forced to do extraordinary things to survive. Unlike a
Hitchcock character, Rudy is not an
ordinary citizen, but an ex-con with

CORY
BLACKWOOD
........ -., ... _...... ..... .

A&E editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

films editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

ABOVE: Rudy (Ben
Affleck) and Ashley
(Charlize Theron), who
have fallen through the
ice of a frozen lake while
fleeing from Gabriel (Gary
Sinise), search for the
hole in the ice, in a scene
from "Reindeer Games."

RIGHT: Ben Affleck

February

(Rudy) diguised as Santa
during a casino robbery,
in a scene trom
"Reindeer Games."
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Recently, Catherine MarquisHomeyer
interviewed
John
Frankenheimer, director of the new
film, "Reindeer Games," last year's
"Ronin" and the classic "The
Manchurian Candidate."
Mr.
Frankenheimer is tall and white-haired,
with a pleasant but quiet, intelligent
manner and was very cooperative
about answering questions.
Current: Tell me about your new
film, "Reindeer Games."
Frankenheimer: It is a characterdriven thriller, which is the kind offum
I make now, but with a little bit of
humor thrown in. I knew as soon as I
read the script that I wanted to make
this film. 1'm touring to promote the
film because I feel so strongly about it.
We're hoping that this film will appeal
to the same people who liked "The
Usual Suspects."
Beside beings a character-driven
thriller, it also has terrific action
sequences and it also has a very good
caper film flavor. "Reindeer Games" is
kind of the flip side of "Ronin,"
because those guys are all such experts
and these guys are not. It was kind of
interesting to switch gears that way.
DeNiro and his crowd [from "Ronin',]
would have taken out this place [the
casino in "Reindeer Games"] in about
five minutes, and the movie would
have been over, if they had ever wanted to do it in the first place. The endpoint is that the prisons are full of guys
like these [from "Reindeer Games"];
these are the guys who fail, the guys
who think they're smart but they're
not. The DeNiro-type guys never go to
prison, because they never catch them.
. Current: This doesn't seem like the
kind of film that you expect to find Ben

·
I

CORY BLACKWOOD

Our opiniolil:

***

know ledge and experience in the criminal world. Still, all Rudy wants to do
is escape. This cast of characters and
their would-be target are alJ in the middle of nowhere, s~ounded by a sea of
snow. Snow is an ever-present, brooding entity in this film, almost another
character. The whiteness of the perpetually falling snow dominates many
scenes, producing a washed-out, isolating effect The film is full of twists,
surprises and double-crosses-not
everyone or everything is quite who or
what they seem-and has plenty of
action sequences. The characters and
their many conflicts are leavened with
a bit of underplayed black humor,
which sharpens their interactions.
Director Frankenheimer searnlessly
handles the action, showing a sure
hand with the pace and images to tell
the story visually without drawing the
audience's attention to his work. The
acting is handled well, with Gary
Sinise, looking sinister and buff, as the
malevolent if not too bright Gabriel,
Ben Affleck's every-man Rudy as a
put-upon character looking for the
smallest chance to escape, and
Charlize Theron's trailer-park beauty
Ashley with her own share of surpris-

es.
The resulting film is part caper, part
thriller, part action movie with a bit of
dark humor. It's fun and entertaining,
with enough plot twists and explosions
to plea,e the action fan, and enough
story and character to broaden the
appeal of the film.
(Opening Feb. 25 at several area
theaters)

A chat luith renoluned directorJohn Frankenheimer
Affleck in. Who suggested him for the
ro le')
Frankenheimer: Ben was my
choice. He has a kind of everyman
quality, like James Stewart, which is
exactly what I wanted for the role of
Rudy. The role needed someone who is
intelligent, could do the come.dy, who
would appeal to both men and women,
someone the audience would root for.
The character is in prison for car theft,
but he 's not a hardened criminal. The
actor had to be someone the audience
would see as an ordinary man, not an
action film type.
CWTent: The film also stars Gary
Sinise, one of the best actors in film
now. What was it like to work with .
him?
Frankenheimer: . I worked with
him on the TV movie "George
Wallace." His performance in that film
was really brilliant, and be has great
talent. So; obviously, when I got this
script, the first person I want to put in it
was Gary Sinise. To answer your question, it was wonderful working with
him. He's intelligent, he's always totally prepared, he raises the bar for the
other actors. You get a better film
because he's in it.
I might add to that it was wonderful
working with alJ the actors in this film.
I think Ben is terrific and I love
Charlize.
Current: Did you encounter any
special problems in the filming?
. Frankenheimer: There are always
problems that come up with any
movie. If it were easy, everyone would
be doing it. It's fun, but it's hard to keep
up with all the details, especially in the
action sequences. There are so many
things going on, most of which you ·

don' t want the audience to ever know.
There is so much subtext in every
scene. This film has to be right if it isn't right, it's not going
to be believable. If it's not
believable. you 're going
to lose the ~udience . So
to keep it really on
track is hard. I realized
that the film had to be
from Rudy's point of
Vlew,
Ben
Affleck's
character,
to really
war k .
Yeah , it
was very
hard, but I
thought
the script
was really
good and I
'loved the
humor of it To get the humor right was
hard, to know where to put it And to
get the rhythm of the film. to always
push it forward. We were working in
very uncomfortable weather conditions , and doing a lot of night work,
which means working all night, with
the snow and cold, since many of the
scenes are in snow.
Current: Tell me about your technical approach to filming this movie.
Frankenheimer: I always like to
tell as much of the story visually as
possible. I like to use extreme depth of
focus, so that both figures in the foreground and figures in the background
are in focus. I actually prefer to work in
black and white, I feel like my best
work is in black and white,.so I always
desaturate the color, which works espe-

Y-shirtbrings back memories of les,sons

RANT & ROLL

Length: <J:C} mln.
Rated: ·R

was shocked this week when a
couple of my friends mentioned
something from the column I had
written last week. This meant that at
least two people actually read my column!
Since I know at least two people
read my column, I'll write about them
this week. Even though I could incriminate both of them for various crimes
against humanity with other stories, I
won't, because they have been known
to buy me a beer or two when I am
broke.
This little tale takes place in
September of 1994, when the three of
us were all innocent and uncorrupted
by society. We were attending the Nine
Inch Nails concert that eve)1ing at The
Fox, with unknown band Marilyn
Manson opening up the show (so

cially well for the tone of "Reindeer
Garnes."
ClImmt: In your film from
last year, "Ronin," the characters in the film are in
the Army Special
Forces. An acquaintance of mine who
•
was in · the Special
.Forces told me he thought
that the characters were reallyon the mark, more so than
any other film like that
How did you acheive
that?
Frankenheimer:
We had a guy from
Special Forces to
help with that
So, tell him
that he hit it
right on the
head,· no
. one has
mentioned that before.
Current: Have you thought about
doing a sequel to "Ronin"?
Frankenheimer: People have
talked to me about that. We're trying to
figure out if we really want to do that. I
don 't want to do another car chase, I
mean, I did that. I really haven 't found
a story I'd like to do, but 1'd like to get
that bunch of actors together again.
Current: You made some of the
greatest films of the 60s and started in
early television. Did you find it difficult to make the transition to feature

films?
Frankenheimer: In [lim, some
things were easier, if something went
wrong, you can do it over. In TV then,
it was all live. The cameras were very
sophisticated, and sometimes it was

le~rned

we were (and are), didn't give him the
maybe we weren't innocent) ..
I met up with Chris (sue me, I'm opportunitY to cbange and left for The
not good at making up names), and he Fox immediately. Our suspicions were
was bedecked in acceptable NIN con- confirmed when we arrived-tbere
cert clothing: black band T-shirt, black wasn' t a speck of white clothing in the
boots, and worn jeans. I was dressed in crowd. A wave of kindness overcame
the same manner, and we left to go me in the lobby of The Fox of all
pick up Brian (again, not good at pseu- places, and I bought a Nine Inch Nails
. tour shirt for somewhere in the range ·
donyms).
Brian is a smart guy, don't get me of 500 dollars, like most tonr shirts,
wrong, but sometimes he lacks a little and told Brian to wear it before he was
common sense. Brian walked out of sacrificed on-stage. Realizing the trouhis house in white K-Swiss tennis ble that could brew for 'wearing all
shoes, a white Big Johnson T-shirt (so white, Brian quickly put on the
his style was lacking in high school, replacement as we took our seats.
but whose wasn't?) and bleached jean
The first act was the Jim Rose
shorts. I am not sure when exactly Sideshow Circus, a stomach-turning
event by any standards. Watching
bleached jean shorts would be acceptable to wear, but they definitely someone eat razor blades had not preweren't that night.
viously been on my list of things that I
enjoyed, but this was fun! (OK, so
.Chris and I, being mean spirited as

difficult to get the right shot in a tight
place, or make camera moves. I
worked in TV dramas and a script is a
script whether is a 90 minute TV drama
or a feature film. One of the difficult
things, which took me a while to realize, was that I didn't have to work in
real time anymore. In live TV, like in
theater, if it takes two minutes to cross
a room, that's what it takes,· time is
fixed. In film time isn't fixed, you can
show someone entering a room and, in
the next second, on the other side of the
room. So you can compress, or in some
cases, expand time. It took me a while
to master that; that was the hardest
thing to learn. Another thing that was
difficult to master was to use the down
time, the time between shots, effectively to work with the actors or to work on
the script, as the crew set up for the
next shot.
Current: Who were your earliest
influences as a filmmaker, the directors
whose work you admired.
Frankenheimer: We didn't have
access to film or video then, like people
do to day, so we had to develop our
style on our own. I saw the films of
Orson Welles, Alfred Hitchcock, Carol
Reed, among others. From some of
them, I got a sense of realism in film,
from Hitchcock, I got a sense of art.
Just seeing their work encourages you
to strive for more, reach higher.
Current: Among filmmakers working today, who do you admire? .
Frankenheimer: I always hate to
answer that question, because it's so
easy to forget someone whose work I
enjoy. But among those I like are
Francis Ford Coppola, Martin
Scorsese, Oliver Stone, and Anthony
Minghella.

at NIN concert

maybe this was the exact moment in
time when I lost all innocence, but I
don' t think so).
After that came Marilyn Manson.
What we roll our eyes at now was .
scary six years ago, even for a crowd
of die-hard . NIN fans. Misused
American flags, microphones and .a
sexual device were integral elements
in the show, and we were speechless.
While the stage crew was setting
up fotNIN, we spotted Marilyn
Manson hanging out near our seat.
Everyone else in the crowd was afraid
to go talk to him, so I decided to go up
and say hi. Possibly to save· me from
imrninen~ death, Brian and Chris followed me up to the freakish lead
singer. Through a twisted chain of
events that I cannot fully remember,
Brian ended up getting my T-shirt he

was wearing signed by the, er, man
himself. I tried to return the favor by
getting his ticket stub signed, but some
lady came up and offered to be
Manson's slave, and we were shoved
out of the way.
Manson. didn't hang out much
longer; bassist Twiggy Ramirez snuck
up behind him and informed him that
it was time to go. Manson left the
slowly growing crowd around him
(without the slave), and we went back
to our seats.
It was an event t6 remember: Brian
never wore bleached jeans to a concert
again, we never talked to Manson
again, and I still have that T-shirt. It is
nearly 6 years old now, and the autograph is fading, but I'll always have it
to remind Brian's parents that he wasn't an angel in high school.
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Desp·te datedness, 'Virginia Woolf' still prov·des
sparkling verbal humor, surprising storyline
BY C ATHERINE M ARQUIS·
H OMEYER'

. ........ - ···· ··· · ~i~jj~dit~r

That scary lilerary figure is back!
"\\'ho's Afraid of VIrginia Woolf' is
currently running at the Repertory
Theatre of St. Louis in Webster Groves.
Edward Albee's Pulitzer-Prize-winning
play is significantly different from the
classic movie starring Elizabeth Taylor
and Richard Burton, so if you've only
seen that film , you don't know this
play. For one thing, the play is a lot funnier and verbally creative, but it still has
the emotional fireworks of the fllm version.
Despite .its title, author VIrginia
Woolf isn't really a character in this

play, which takes place between two gan1es" is what she really has in mind,
couples who get together for a party for the outrageous Martha and the bitafter the party and engage in what the ingly sarcastic George are masters of
hostess Martha describes as a night of psychological gamesmanship and take
"fun and games." The whole story
their guests on a wild ride of deceit and
takes place in the living room of surprise in which all secrets are fair
George and Martha during a single game and no feelings, even theirs, are
night in 1960. Following a party to wel- spared. The result is a play of verbal
come new faculty members to a small sparkle and wit, with the bumps and
Eastern college, the flamboyant Martha twists of a roller coaster.
invites new faculty member Nick and
The acting is the great standout of
his mousy wife Honey over for a few this play, especially Carolyn Swift who
drinks. Martha, daughter of the col- . carries much of the play 's energy as the
lege's founder and head, is married to acerbic Martha. Despite her powerful,
the deceptively quiet George, a long- domineering manner, the relationship
time faculty member whose career is between Martha and George is more
stalled. While Martha claims the invita- complicated than it appears at first, and
tion is an effort to welcome a new cou- both Swift and Anderson Mattl1ews, as
ple, it soon becomes clear that "fun and the more verbally sophisticated and

Femi Kuti succeeds on new album
by combining Afrobeat, other styles
BY CORY BLACKWOOD
........ , .... . ...... .." .. ..... ... ,. ,.-.,
~

~

staff editor

By mixing jazz and traditional
Nigerian music in the 70s, Fela
Anikulapo-Kuti created a new musical g me known as Afrobeat. Before
dying of an AIDS-related heart failure
in 1997, Anikulapo-Kuti left many
mark, on society beyond his music.
Politi al activism became a major
aspect of his life, so much so that his
Nigerian home was burned to the
ground by the Nigerian Government,
killing his 77 year-old mother inside.
When that did not ilenee him , he was
impri oned for two years and .still
sang on. From one of Fela's many
wi
came s n Ferni Kuti, who has
re italized his father 's musi '. On
"Shoki Shoki." F mi Ku ti takes the
AfTObeat musi spawned by his father
to a n w lev I. Femi Kuti took the still
potent combination of free-form jazz
and igerian music and added various other st I to th mi x in luding
a bit of house mu ic, hip-hop and
Lati n and Caribbean, and none of the
music uffers for the addition.
The r suit is a strong and moving
body of work that also enti es listeners to dance. "Beng Beng Beng" is a
perfect example of how the trad itional feel of Afrobeat is only strengthened by tile addition of house beats. It
is bvious that F mi Kuti has amazing depth in music. from mi xing to
la ing out sounds lmd textures. What
is v;n more irn re:' ive is his ability
on III saxophone. Kuti has such
amaLing ability on the saxophone that
images of jazz great Charlie Parker
are conjured when Kuti plays.
Coupl d with the other beats on the
songs. the saxophon is nearly tranceinducing.

..

'Shoki Shoki'

..

'Who's Afraid of· Virignia 01
Woolf?'
Venue: Repertory Theater i
Dates: Now - Mar. 10

Our opinion:

***""

indirect George, produce sparkling performances. Likewise, Chris Hietikko,
as the alternately aloof and arrogant
Nick, is excellent, as is Ashley West as
the densely clueless Honey, a difficult
role in which she is required to respond
correctly lOthe antics around her, rather
than taking the lead in scenes. The set
and costumes are pelfect for the play,
conveying the time period and place as
.well as the different natures of the characters in an exceeding effc{:tive manner.
The problem with the play comes
from the nature of the piece itself.
Much has changed in the world since
the late 19505, when the play was written, and the play reflecl<; the ideas of
what was scandalous and hushed at that
time. Changes in women's role in society since then particularly make much
of the story seem dated. The late 50s
was a time in which \\·omen retreated
to more traditional gender roles, following [he efforts of the women's
movement in the 19 lOs and 1920s. and
to a sex ual repression more like th~

George (Anderson Mat thews, standing) and Martha (Carolyn Swift,
far right) having invited Nick (Chris Hietikko) and his wife Honey
(Ashl ey West) prepare for a night of fun and games.

VIctolian era than the Roaring 205. A
strong desire for social conformity was
a dominant lheme for both men and
women in Americancu!ture at that
time. Hence, in 1960, the thought that a
coupl e had sex before marriage was
scandalous, and the play was considered lewd, while many of its scandalous I'evelations would hardly get the
slightcst reaclion in 2000. While many
of the other personal iss ues raised in the
play ha ve a timeless quality, the gender

Artist: Femi Kuti
Label: MeA Records
Our opinion:

issues give the playa strongly dated
quality and will probably leave audience members who are unfamiliar with
the social mores of the late 50s confu sed about what all the fuss is aboul
With that single reservation about
the play itself, this is a wondelful
opportun ity for theater fans to see a
marvelous perfOimance of a little perfonned award-winning play that many
critics considered to be Edward Albee's
best work.

****

Kuti is equally talented in the field
of lyrics, with such moving songs as
"Blackman Know Yourself' and
"VIctim of Life." With both talent and
political potency, Kuti's lyrics put him . straight hijrhop beat as well
a
in the range of Bob Marley, a sight scathing rap.
unseen by most musicians.
"Shoki Shoki" is an esse ntial
Wi th all of the skills Kuti possess- album for anyone wishing to expand
es, the highlight of the album comes their collection, whether it be rap,
partly from an outside source. The last house, jazz or Afrobeat. Simply pul.
track is a remix f "Blackman Know this is a great change of pace for anyYourself' by The Roots, featuring a one stuck in a rut.
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that's got a nice touch ...
FedEx Ground
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est D11ve signal
to be activated
after fiber optic
able installed

takes' effect this w eek
BY BRIAN DOUGLAS

"" """ " ;;jT;;~"ci;;~:,~;~'j'~t;''Jl '' ''''' '''''

ay B ;;;: ..... Allii i N I s " Al;;:L

stC!/1 editor

The new signal i ' a small part fa
million project,that inciudes rerou tWest Drive and bui lding the West
ng Structure,

~~.~ ~!",!',~ ,!'."~~""fi~?'-~~P~8,e.".!.., . . ,.""", . ", . . ,. ,', . . ,"',. ," '. ",.,

314 area code split
314-636 Area Code M.ap

When will the light at the intersec'on of West Campus Dri ve , Natura!
ridge R oad , and C1earview Dri ve
top blinking and staJt changing from
ed to green')
As soon as workers can hoo k it up
o a fiber optic cable to coordinate it
'ith tmffic lights at Hanley Road, and
'Imont and University drives, said
ill Schnell, area engineer for the
Department
of
lissouri
ransportation, He said he did not
ow how long that would take,
Before engineers under contr:1ct to
-M-St. L oui s desifHl ed the West
rive traffic light, a ;ontractor workng for the Missouri Department of
fransportation installed a fiber-o ptic
' able on the south side of Natural
ridge to connect the traffi c lights,
chnell said, However, the design of
e signal called for putting the control
ox on riorth side of Natural Bridge,
The Uni vers ity of Missouri-St.
ouis is in charge of dc~ i g n and c on·truction of the inte rsecti on under a
enrllt issued by M oDOT. TIlat means
e University is in charge of making
ure the materials are there, whi le the
ansportation
department
must
pprove of it before the light goes into
peration,
Schnell said that the las t he heard,
he 'c ablc would n't reac h, and the
niversity had ordered a longer cable
a repJace it.
Installing a new cable is a simple
that doesn't involve d igging
the street, Schnell said, because the
uit is in place to bring the able
Natural Bridge to connect it
ith the control box,
The light is fl as hing now to get dliused to the fact that a signal e xists
' That way they d n' t hit a red
the first ti m they see it," Schnell
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As of February 26, telephone
calls to some portions of
the former 3 14 aJ'ea code
will require cus tomers to
dial 636 instead,
The dialing area for the
314 code was split last May.
but a permissive period, during
which customers could complete calls to the 636 region
with ei ther the old 314 code or
the new 63 6 one , has been in
effect. That period w ill end
Saturday Feb. 26. according to a
website maintained by the Missouri
Public Service Commission ,
AccQrding to the site, the split
wili prvvide more numbers to meet
the growing demands of business
and of de\'ices like wireless phones
and pagers which require their own
telephone num bers,
The commission's site says that

~
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long-distance rates ',\'i11 not be affected by the change, rt :-;ays calls that are
local now will still be local after the
split. It says dialing for emergency
calls to 911 will nN be changed ,
LlM-SI
Loui s
Telephone
Services is advising people to be
aware of the change, and to update
any devices with automati c dialers,
such as phones and f<LX machines,
Most of St Louis County and all
of St. Louis city will remain in the
314 area code, All the parts of St.
Charles. Franklin and Jefferson
Counties that are now in 314 will be
in 636, The boundary between the
two area codes cuts through
Chesterfield, aJld parts of southwest
and f:1r South County \vill be in the
636 area code.
A list of atTected telephone
exc hanges and furth er infonnation is
ava ila ble at the Missouri Public
Se n 'ice Commissi on' s we bsite at
http://www.ecodev.Sl<lte .mo.us/psc/3
14/Jl 4- pliLhtrnl

Student Court sets conditions
for holding Butler appeal
BY .J OE HARRi S

senior editor
The Student Cou rt decided Feb,

16 tha t it could hear Student
Government A. -oeiatio n Pre ' ident
Darwin Butler's appeai
the
SGA's decision to dismiss h im fro m
ofiice, B ut it set some condi tions,
The court told B utler he must
choose whether to make his appeal
in person. by teleconference or by
sending a representative inste ad of
himself.
The COUlt ruled that it wo uld no t
hold a hearing at the t. Lou is
County Ju ·tice Cenler where Butler
is currently serving time . Ri ck

or

Eccher. c hief j ustice of the Student
Court, said members of the court
had reservations about moving the
appeal.
"T wo of the justices had strong
opinions a bout going to the jail and
th ey were oppo ed to goi ng to th
jail ." Ec her ~ aid .
Butler has been in j a il since his
work r lease was revo ked in
October. Since Butler is still a studen t at the Unive rsity of MissouriSI. Louis and tak correspondence
co urses, he h ~ the right to appeal.
Eccher said the Student Co urt is
s till waiting on a ruling from the
University 's General Counsel on
how to proceed even th ough they

narrowed down the choices, The
General C ounsel is the legal counsel
for the Univers ity of Missouri system.
"We 're still wa iting on the
General Co unsel through Joanne
Bocci [interim associate vice chancellor for Stude nt !fairs] because
you know that it might be llmt the
teleconference would be illegal,"
Eccher said , "It might be that he has
personal appeal rights and only the
firs t choice would be appropriate
and in that ase what 10 we do'}"
Be 'her ' aid he ;'poke to B occi on
TIlU rsda and Will to ld that . he was
doing her bes t to g I an answer from
the General C Oli nscl.
B 'ci did no t re pond to The
/lrrent 's requests for comm~n L

having a minimum grade point averhas always been under the control of
age of2 ,0 and being enrqlIed in a min- Student Activities and not SGA,"
imum of three credit hours, The sec- Bauer said, "A couple of years ago, the
ond section includes that every candi- SGA created this position of comptTGlIdate "shall consent to a background ler. but I've never seen any of the writreview by the vice chancellor for ten documentation about it. It's nat in
Student Affairs or hislher designee and the [current] constitution that we have
to be found to have no cUlTent or prior and as far as the new constitution is
convictions for violation oflocal, state, concerned, we'd just as soon say 'let
or federal statutes exceeding the mis- Student Activities handle it.'
demeanor category."
"Rick BlaJlton [director of Student
Rankin s said the inclusion of back- Activities] told us that in years that
ground checks is not a reaction to the there hasn't been a comptroller as
events sUlTounding the SGA presiden- opposed to years where there h3s been
tial office this year, Instead, he said it a comptroller, that his work load conceming SABC ihas !lot changed signifhas been a long time in coming,
. 'The Intercampus Student Coun cil, icantly,"
The proposed con.:; titution also
or the ISC, passed this the previous
voids the bylaws of 1989,
year regm'ding guidelines for backRankins said oneofthe many probground checks for all officers and that
was in October," Rankins said,
lems of the curr.ent constitution is that
The fact that the proposed constitu- in many instances, the bylaws and
tion contains no SGA comptroller con- constitution contradi ·t each other. He
cerned some in attendance, including said this new constitution will be more
efficient without the bylaws,
Rankins,
"There will be no bylaws ,"
"If there are any weaknesses [with
the proposed constitution], I would say , Rankins said, "and what I said at the
tJllt the one I'm most disappointed to meeting was if people want to add
things, make amendments, not byj,a ws,
see is tJ1at the comptroller position has
been removed," Rankins said, "I did- The bybw ~ strangle SGA in red tape."
NQ vote ':· as laken on the proposed
n' t want that."
Rankins said the comptroller is the constitution at the meeting, Rankins
only student elected by the students said thal all representatives will now
who serves on the Student Budget revie'\v the proposed constitution and
Allocati on Committee, or SABC. The ' I.lbmit any changes or recommendations they w,l uld like to see in writing
SABC decides the budge ts for a1\ camto the SGA oftlce before the March 16
pus student organizations , Rankins
said with the proposed constitution. meeting,
If there are no major rewrites to the
every member will be decided by a
review by the Student Activiti.es office., ' proposed constitution, Rankins said,
D , Mike Bauer, SGA chair, said the the assembly would vote on il at the
lack of a comptroller in the proposed i\Iarch meeting , If approved. then it
would go on the ballot for the associ:lconstitution does not concern him,
"As far as I understand, the SABC tion's appro val in !the Aprill elections,
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announcer reads the unde rw riting
announcement, ,"UMSL 'speaks' by
airin g its acknowledgments of funds
received from certain parties to pay [or
specific broadcasts,"
KWMU is lice nsed to the BOaJ'd of
Curators of the Univers ity of Missouri
and il~ studios are in Luc as Hall on the
UM-Sl. Louis cmnpus.
Herman 'ould not be reached for
ornm ent, but an A -sociated Press dispatch quoted him as sayi ng, "If the

radio station decjdes its listeners don't
care for Jews, can they keep Jews off
the air too?"
The court noted that KWNIU has
turned do wn underv.'Titing support
from the America n Fri ends Ser,:ice
Committee , the Ultimate Fighting
Championships and an establishment
characterized by KW1\1U general
manage r Patti ia Bennett as "a house
of ill repute ,"
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disco e l)' phase, He a lso said he has
no obje tion to the S enate bill 953,
"!. Il,!i~ no quarre l with the
UniversilY except that they c om ply
with ll1e law like the res t of us do,"
Herman said,
M aurice M anring. man age r ' of
media relations for the Uni ers ity of

Missouri system , said the proposed,
law is intended for claJifying p UJ-poscs, He also said the system has had no
invol emem with legislation on the
issue ,
"We are not trying to push any legislati on in that area," laming said,

Point.

The best part-time job ever!

Invite You And A Guest To
See A Screening Of

It all begins with e<Jucation. And there's no better place
to get a first-class e<JuO!iion than the Air Force Reswe,
Whether you have your sighls set on health care or
electronics, we'll give you the skills to sua;eed wilh:
. • Over $9,000 toward col1ege with the
Montgomery GI Bill
• Col1ege credits through the Community
Col1ege of the Air Force
• State-of-the-art high tech training that
will Increase your value In the civilian
Job market

Ca 111-800-257 -1212

Passes are available on a first-come,

first-served basis. No purchase

Stop by <flu: Current offices for a
pass to see the Feb 22 n<1 screening
at Des Peres 14 or the Feb 2411.
screening at Creve Coeur 12

In the process, you'll eJfn an exira paychock,
oulslanding benelils, and opportunities to Iravel.
All lor a CDmmitmenl of 1weekend a month and 2
\V8€KS

ayear.

~--------

AIR F ORCE

necessary, Employees of
participating sponsors are ineligible.

OPENS Nationwide
February 25 th

RESERVE
Visit our web sile at www.afreserve.com

Open House

NOW! An accelerated science
program that enables college
students to fulfill coursework faster!
If you have not completed your basic science coursework,
here's your opportunity to catch up fast. The ASP Program fulfills all science coursework, including hours and credits, in
an accelerated program that requires 16 to 20 hours of study
per week per subject You can take up to two sections simUltaneously. Classes commence in Fall, Spring and Summer.
The Logan College program is accredited and transferable
to other colleges and univer:;ities.
Call the Logan College Admissions Office now for full
information.

Sunday, February 27,2000
2:00-4:00 p.m.
. Nursing Administration
Building on the
'w '"
South Campus
of the University of
Missouri-St. Louis,

t"~

Leam //lore about oLir BSN,
A cer::lerat<!dBSN, BSNCOl7lpict /(JII, RN to MSN,
and i\ ISN-NP p n )grams,
For information, contact:
Barnes College 01 Nursing
University of Missouri-Sl. Louis
8001 Natural Bridge Road
Sl. Louis, MO 63121
314-516-7081
BBB-NURSE-UM

Visit our website at
www.umsl.edu/divisions/nurslng

CALL TODAY

1-800-533-9210
(636)227 -2100

May Classes
Now Open for Enrollment
Take One or Two Sections at Once' in a Concentrated Science Program

[t( HUMAN BIOLOGY I & II
[i{ GENERAL CHEMISTRY I & II.

5r ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I
~ PHYSICS I & II

,

COLLEGE •

OF •

CHIROPRACTIC

& II

1851 Schoettler Road. Ch.eslerfield, MO 63006-1065 • Fax: 636-207 -2425
E-Mail: loganadm@logan,edu • Website: hltp:/lwww.logan.edu
An Equal Opportunity Institution of Higher Education
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UM·St. Louis students, fa~ulty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
(314)
RATES
516·5316

Page 9

£XPLAHJ
1"0 ME WHo

'1 AM AGA/JIJ?

Yov'RE
fHE BIG
O~ANG~

BIOc.!< ...SI-IEE5

Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 Jor 40 words or less in straight text Jomat. Bold and CAPS tettel'S are free. All
. classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card Deadline is Thursday at 3 p.m. prior to publication.

http://www.umsl.edu/studentlife/current
Ir r -- - - - - -________________

current@jinx.umsl.edu

~----------------------~----

$1000/mo. PT /FT training
available. Comm. / Bonus
Ask for Darrick 432-0667.
I

t. ~

__________________

~

month old, must sell $625.00,
suggested retail $799.00.
Please call for any other
home audio neeqs
912-6453

Clerk
Readers, Writers
Test Assistants

for students with disabilities.
Paid positions available for
the winter semester on a limited basis for qualified students to assist students during
scheduled exams. Research
materials, make tapes, read
and/or write for an exam.
Call Marilyn Ditto: 516· 5211.

.Mature, responsible

non-smoker to babysit threemonth-old twin boys. Ten
hours per week, mornings are
a plus. References and transportation required. Respond
by phone (636-861-0158) or email (singert@mir.wustl.edu).

(Ie

College Students

wanted to teach 4-year-old
autistic child in our home. 12
hours per week, $10.00 per
hour. Must be energetic,
patient and willing to learn.
Complete training provided.
Call Kelly at 636-451-4608,
West County location .
Earn Free Trips and Cash!

Spring Break 2000 - Cancun,
Jamaica. For 10 years, Class
Travel International (CTI) has
distinguished itself as the
most reliable student event
and marketing organization in
North America. Motivated
Reps can go on Spring Break
Free & earn over $10,000!
Contact us today for details!
800/328-1509.
www.classtravelintl.com
Clerical

Prominent manufacturing
company located 5 minutes
from campus seeks individual
interested in PART TIME office
work. Duties include filing,
data entry, light typing and
telephone. Excellent Pay and
Flexible Hours - Argo Products
Company 3500 Goodfellow
Blvd., 385-1803

Part-time at Mailboxes Etc.
. 2069 Zumbehl Rd., St.
Charles, MO, come in and fill
out an application.

West County
Pre·School

'96 Explorer Sport, 4 WD

blue, 2 door, 57,xxx miles,
manual, power
windows/locks/mirrors,
cruise, luggage rack, running
boards. Excellent condition,
reduced to $13,5OO/0BO
(314) 631-8162

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

Cruise, tilt wheel, Ale,
6 speaker stereo, 71 ,XXX
miles, Excellent condition.
$4,750 (314) 92'1-8894

Missouri NASA Space Grant's
Science Mentors are looking
for volunteers to do hands-on
physics and astronomy activities with younger students.
Prior science teaching experience is great, but not necessary. For information, please
contact Brandie at
s990247@admiral.umsl.edu or
(314) 972-9020 .

PROBABt.Y A
QUIT

'92 Grand Am, Grey, 4Dr

Volunteers
needed!

1\. \ ERE'S
ReASoN iHE'l'

Hiring full-time and part-time
assistants. We will work with
your schedule. Call Barb or
Susie at 458-4540.

We are looking for highly
motivated INDEPENDENT distributors, BEAUTY
salons/store owners and
RETAIL outlets to sell our NEW
pleasantly scented BODY
LOTION. For free information
call: 1 (800) 305-1620 or (314)
867-3433.

You KNoW,

MAKING

ATARtS,
NOLAN.

ERRR ...

'IT DOES

~oUR

ALL 1'HE IjME.

:roY STI c..K
GR\P :JvST
?oPPE'tJ

Off=.·

JuS! SLIP H
BAC.K ON Af'JD

WfLL, I'M SICI<
of pONG~ (Artr
WE ~r lEASI
PLA\' 5'oMEfHING

~IH"G If
AGAINST 'THE'
WALL.
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PAC- fr1AN?
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fu a Homecoming ad;y~tti:sing insert and graphk in Issue 980.J;IQmeqQroing Cotirto!!o:did~te Tom. . .
A1E>Tecnt should have been listed as .a p.re.\d0US part.icip~n~ in the Stl!!dent Senate and the Studertt Activiti€s
.
.
Budget Cbmrnittee_ .
.
'.

..

Have Fun
Raising Funds

for your clubs, teams or
groups. Earn up to $500 or
more. Put our 25+ years of
fund raising experience to
work for you. Call now for
details on a free CD of your
choice. 800-592-2121 ext. 725
Customer Impressions

Do you know the impression
your business makes?
Call 314-822-0067 to find out.
Sue Felling

Traffic Ticket?
D.W.I., speeding, and all other traffic violations

\Vor6ed nbOllt your drh'illg record and your insurance rates?
Vv'orrkd nbout going to court" f)OJ1'l want to go 10 a lawycl"s olticc'l

.,

Get a lawyer to represent you

@

www.PulledOverCOM
attomeys' fees from $59.00

' t

....
"

most major credit cards acceptNI
,,I
. "
"lI1'1SlIlpasselt
ConVenLeJ.1C£..:.

Needed 50
serious people
to lose weight FAST!! 100%

La\\' Offices of' Alldrew J. Tul 'ur
/\ Pro!"'

iOllal Corp orn liOIl

726·5 100

safe, natural and guaranteed.
1-888-661-3101
www.waistaway.net
1999 Giant Rincon
Mountain Bike

for sale. Perfect Condition,
Hardly Ridden. Asking $225.
CaU 516-7538 for more info.
FEELING FAT?

Spring Break is Closer than
you think! All Natural Weight
Loss pills, Feel Great, Lose
Weight. Call 516·7538 for
details.

HAWAIIAN/POLYNESIAN
DANCE CLASSES

Kids, teens and adults can
learn basic hula dance.
Possible opportunity to perform at shows or just have a
great time. Sundays (4-5
p.m.) at Winzen School of
Dance. For more information
call 907-HULA (4852) .
Need a DJ?

Graders/TUtors Wanted

A west county mathematics
and reading learning center is
hiring part-time
graders/tutors helping children ages 3 to 15. We offer
competitive salary, flexible
schedule and rewarding working environment. Interested
candidates please call 636537-5522.
e-mail: jchan@fnmail.com

'93 Oldsmobile Bravada
All-wheel drive, black with
leather interior, 83,000 miles,
power everything, excellent
condition, must sell. $9.300
OBO

AST Laptop Computer

Model XJ1144, Windows 3.1,
200 MB Hard Disk, 3.5 floppy,
14.4 modem, $7500BO
Ask for Rob 916-1005 or
608-9840

Mystery Shoppers:

.

"'.

'~.
I

~

--.

'

Opportunities available with
local company. Orientation
sessions starting soon. Send
handwritten letter why YOJ-l
want to be a shopper to:
1855 Ironstone Rd., St. Louis,
MO 63131. Include your phone
number and best time to call.
More M oney,
Less Time

Earn $1200 - $2100/mo.
5-10 hrs/wk solving the persistent problems of Asthma Et
Allergies indoors. Call Steve @
579-0772 for more details.

'77 4x4 Hon
Custom Dodge Van

17' long, 7' high, 30" wheels,
. 8" clearance, 360 in' mopar
power, auto trans, power
steering, power brakes, ac,
stereo, starts right up, Must
sell as is $1500. Call 522-6040
'87 Nissan Maxima
4 door, power windows,
power locks, cruise, power
steering, tiltwheel, newalternator, new clutch, new
brakes, new battery, 4 new
tires, $1500, 618-288-6977
Serious inquiries only.

Part time Income

New environmentallyconscious company expanding
in area seeks friendly personnel who wish to earn an extra

Velodyne CT·150

powered subwoofer, 250 watt
amplifier 15" forward firing ,
70 oz. magnet. Less than 1

We carry all styles of music,
lighting, and yes! Even
karaoke! We offer very reasonable rates and are perfect
for every type of sodal gathering, from formal dinners to
the biggest bashes of the
year!! Please call W&'W
Productions at 314-906-7826
for booking information.

....
Spring Break
Super Sale!!!!

Cancun*Jamaica*Nassau
Save $150 on Second
Semester Blowout!
Call now!!!
800-293-1443
www.StudentCity.com
I
DITTO INK

for Duplicating Great
Savings on
Personal/Family /Dental/
Vision /Doctors/ Physicians/
Hearing/Chiropractic /
RX Care Needs.
Go to http://www. natlbenefits.com/ditto
Info (800) 840-6551
Traffic Problems?
DWI's?

Contact me for reasonable
legal representation.
R.l. Morovitz
(314) 664-7602
"
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A group of athletes and their fans gather around the bonfire to celebrate Homecoming following a pep rally last Wednesday.

RIGHT: Sara
Mueller, Sam
Bozue, and
Christy Tayloe
pause for a
photo during the
Homecoming
parade last
Wednesday.

BELOW:
Riv,e rman Bria n
M arkus tries to
score during the
men's basketball
Homecoming
ga me. The
Rivermen lost to
Wisc.-Parkside
75-56.

ABOVE: Students enjoy dinner at tje
America's Center downtown last Friday
night. Dinner, the coronation of
the Homecoming king and queen, and
the dance were the highlights of the
evening.
LEFT: Seniors Maggie McGuire and Tom
Albrecht were crowned Homecoming .
queen and king Friday night.
BELOW: The rythym section of the
UMSL pep band take a break from the
action and strike a silly pose. From left
to right they are Benjamin Ash, Steven
Meyers, Ryan Gerstner, and M. Josh
Ryan.

Rafael Maclaal The Current

